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BEFARD-WAGON UR Completely designed and made in Poland, irreplaceable in work related 

to the transport of heavy loads. Ecological electric power was used. An additional advantage 

of this solution is the quiet operation of the device. As an additional option, the device has a 

non-slip waterproof floor. 

 

BEFARD WAGON UR It is used for transport and towing loads. We have a wide range of 

additional equipment. Thanks to the well-thought-out design, the accessories can be 

changed easily and quickly. All BEFARD products are CE certified, which means that our 

products comply with the EU machine directives. 

➢ Efficiency 

➢ Ergonomic 

➢ Ecological 

➢ Maneuverability 

➢ Easy handling 

➢ More security 

➢ Low operating costs 

➢ Does not emit harmful exhaust gases 

➢ Does not generate harmful noise 

➢ Relieves the musculoskeletal system 

➢ A wide range of optional equipment 

➢ Possibility to work inside and outside buildings 

➢ Personalizing the device to the customer's needs 

 

The device is powered by two AGM batteries 
The advantages of such a solution: 
 

➢ do not require constant maintenance or electrolyte replenishment, 
➢ possibility to work in various positions, 
➢ low temperature does not damage the housing by increasing the electrolyte volume, 
➢ glass fiber protects the electrolyte against shocks and vibrations, even when working 

in extreme field conditions, 
➢ higher voltage at the ends of the poles and longer working time, 
➢ high current efficiency with high current discharges in a short time. 

 
 
Quiet operation  Eco-friendly   Indoor and outdoor     Electric power 
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A drawing showing the dimensions of the trolley 

 
 

two-wheel drive 600 W  210 A  

four-wheel drive 1200 W  270 A  

 
 
The device has as standard: 
 

➢ pneumatic wheels 
➢ two AGM batteries 
➢ battery charge indicator 
➢ two driving modes 
➢ transport eyes for belts 
➢ swivel rear wheels 
➢ color to choose from 
➢ limit switch 
➢ Charger 
➢ ergonomically shaped anti-slip handle 

 

   


